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ABSTRACT 
The quality of images obtained from modern radio synthesis arrays is, under the best conditions, limited 
only by the noise generated by the receiving circuitry and extraneous radiation from a variety of 
background sources. We present a complete theory of the noise in a synthesis image valid for a source of 
arbitrary strength. The analysis presented here gives a deeper understanding of coherence theory as 
applied to astronomical imaging. In the limit of faint sources, we recover the standard estimates of noise 
in a synthesis image. In the opposite limit of a strong source we show that the noise in the synthesis 
image is dominated by self-noise, or the noise generated by the source signal itself. We extend our 
theory to imaging by the use of closure phase or the bispectrum. Application of our theory to large, low-
noise arrays like the VLA, the planned Indian GMRT, or VLBI show that a fair number of sources are 
bright enough that self-noise is an important source of noise. We present formal expressions of self-noise 
in synthesis maps and show that the distribution of self-noise is not uniform across the map. We suggest 
that some of the best VLBI maps, with noise approaching the thermal noise, may in fact be limited by 
self-noise. We also show that there is a bias in the standard definition of the bispectrum phasor and 
hence the closure phase as well. Fortunately, this bias is negligible. Finally, we resolve some of the 
conceptual difficulties associated with the hybrid mapping procedure and suggest contrary to the estab-
lished procedure that all closure phases carry information and there are no "basic" closure phases. In 
particular, we suggest that at low signal levels, characteristic of infrared interferometers, it is best to fit 
the model to all the closure phases and fringe amplitudes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Interferometric imaging or synthesis imaging is now a 
commonly used astronomical technique, especially at radio 
wavelengths. Modest technological gains coupled with ad-
vances in imaging theory have enabled astronomers to rou-
tinely obtain high-quality images from modern radio synthe-
sis arrays like the Very Large Array (VLA). The eventual 
limitation to the dynamic range of a synthesis image is set by 
the uncertainties or the noise in the measurement of the visi-
bility function. The noise arises from the receiving electron-
ics, and radiation from the ground, the sky, etc. This issue, 
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the synthesized image, 
has been treated in detail by several authors (e.g., see 
Thompson, Moran, and Swenson 1986, and references 
therein). 
A typical radio interferometer array consists of n anten-
nas, each equipped with a low-noise receiver. Cosmic signal 
collected by each antenna is amplified by the receiver elec-
tronics and sent over to a central facility. In the central facili-
ty, then signals are brought to a common "focus" by the 
delay and the phase compensation circuitry and then fed to a 
correlator system wherein the n signals are multiplied pair-
wise and averaged, resulting in nb = n(n- 1)/2 complex 
fringe amplitudes. These nb complex numbers (also referred 
to as the fringe phasors) are estimates of the spatial coher-
ence function of the astronomical image at the spatial fre-
quencies determined by the vectors connecting pairs of an-
tennas. Rotation due to Earth or actual transportation of the 
antennas enables measurement of additional spatial-fre-
quency components. Once sufficient spatial-frequency com-
ponents have been measured the astronomical source is 
"synthesized" by Fourier transforming the measured spatial 
coherence function (the van Cittert-Zernike theorem). 
•> Alfred P. Sloan Fellow and Presidential Young Investigator. 
The principal source of noise in a radio interferometer is 
that due to the noise generated by the receiver electronics. 
Other sources of noise include the 3 K cosmic background 
radiation, the Galactic synchrotron radiation, and radiation 
from the ground, the telescope structure, and the atmo-
sphere leaking through the sidelobes of the radio telescope. 
All these sources of noise are usually lumped in one category 
and collectively referred to as the receiver noise N. The re-
ceiver noise can be considered a purely additive noise. The 
receiver noise is related to T R, the antenna temperature mea-
sured in the absence of a strong source by the relation 
N = ~kT R/1JA, where A is the geometrical collecting area of 
the telescope (1TD 2/4) and 1J is the so-called aperture effi-
ciency. N is thus the noise equivalent flux density ( NEFD) 
in the terminology of infrared astronomy. A typical VLA 
antenna, in the centimeter window, has T R -50 K and 
1]-0.6, and thus N-480 Jy. In contrast, an astronomical 
source with flux density S = 10 J y is considered to be a rath-
er bright source. Thus, for most sources, the principal source 
of noise in the measurement of the fringe phasors is deter-
mined mainly by receiver noise N. 
Standard aperture synthesis noise analysis discussed in 
literature takes advantage of the low value ofS/N. However, 
improvements in receiver technology could decrease sub-
stantially N, e.g., the 40 m Green Bank telescope ofNRAO 
has a T R = 25 Kin the 1.4 GHz band and thus N = 96 Jy. 
Also, the total collecting area of modern arrays such as the 
VLA or the planned Indian GMRT (Giant Meter Wave-
length Telescope) is substantial. Both these effects increase 
the noise in the synthesized images beyond what is estimated 
from the standard asymptotic calculations (e.g., Crane and 
Napier 1985; Thompson eta/. 1986, Chap. 6). The excess 
noise in the measurement of the fringe phasors results from 
the source itself and has been termed as "self-noise." Self-
noise has been previously discussed in the context of single-
dish measurements. 
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In this paper, we present a complete analysis of the noise 
in images produced by the synthesis technique, valid for 
sources of arbitrary strength. In the asymptotic limit of low 
SIN, our analysis reproduces the conventional result. Some 
surprises are seen for bright sources. The analysis presented 
leads to deeper understanding in coherence theory as applied 
to astronomical imaging and provides formulations that can 
be immediately applied to strong-source mapping. 
Radio interferometers belong to a general class of interfer-
ometers-the "coherent" interferometers employing the 
heterodyne technique-as opposed to interferometers atop-
tical wavelengths, which combine the beams from different 
antennas directly and the fringe pattern is detected by "inco-
herent" detectors. Heterodyne interferometry is neither ad-
vantageous nor feasible at optical wavelengths. However, in 
the infrared, especially the far infrared, heterodyne interfer-
ometers employing very low-noise receivers may be superior 
to homodyne interferometers. The analysis presented here is 
applicable to all heterodyne interferometers that are domi-
nated by additive noise. 
The van Cittert-Zemike theorem, the basis of synthesis 
imaging, presupposes no corruption ofthe astronomical sig-
nal. However, the atmosphere certainly affects the signal at 
IR wavelengths. At radio wavelengths, atmospheric corrup-
tion, if uncorrected, limits the dynamic range (small base-
lines like the VLA) or even precludes image construction 
(long baselines as in VLBI). In these situations, the use of 
the closure phases or the bispectrum enables image construc-
tion (see Pearson and Readhead 1984). Given the impor-
tance of imaging based on the bispectrum, especially in the 
IR window, we have extended our analysis to the noise in 
images constructed using the bispectrum. This analysis is 
also of some importance to synthesis imaging of faint radio 
sources. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we 
discuss the assumptions inherent to this analysis. Based on 
these assumptions, we estimate the uncertainty in the fringe 
amplitude (Sec. Ill). In Sec. IV, we estimate the covariance 
of pairs of fringe phasors. We then estimate the SNR in the 
synthesized image for a simple source (a point source at 
phase center) in Sec. V. We derive the statistical properties 
ofthe bispectrum phasors in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, we present 
the SNR analysis of images synthesized from bispectrum 
data. We apply the results of our analysis to three examples: 
strong-source mapping at the VLA, VLBI imaging, and 
faint-object imaging at IR wavelengths (Sec. VIII). Recog-
nizing that most readers may not wish to read all the details, 
we summarize all the important results and formulas in 
Sec. IX. 
II. THEORETICAL BASIS 
We assume that the principal source of noise in a radio 
interferometer is an additive noise. In reality, other sources 
of noise such as imperfect quadrature networks, noise intro-
duced by correlators, etc., can be significant and may even-
tually limit the dynamic range of modern synthesis images 
(see Perley 1985). However, these errors can be diminished 
with improvements in technology and hence we ignore 
them. We also assume that there is no atmospheric corrup-
tion of the cosmic signal. Noise analysis in the presence of 
atmospheric corruption is treated in Sees. VI and VII. 
For simplicity, we assume that the synthesis array consists 
of n identical antennas. Let voltage si be the astronomical 
signal received by antennaj and voltage ni be the additive 
noise from the same antenna; herej = 1, ... ,n. As explained 
above, the additive noise arises from noisy receivers, antenna 
spillover, etc. Both si and ni are assumed to be zero-mean, 
complex Gaussian random variables. 
The astronomical signal is coherent and thus we expect si 
and sk to be correlated. In particular, we assume (forj#k) 
(Re(si)Re(sk))= +!IRiklcos(t,hik), (1a) 
(Re (s1 ) Im (sk)) = +!IRiklsin (t,hik), (1b) 
(Im (si) Re (sk)) = -!IRiklsin (t,hik), (1c) 
(1m (si) Im (sk)) = + !IRJk Ieos (tPik ), ( 1d) 
and forj = k 
(Re (si) Re (si)) = !S, 
(Re (si) lm (si)) = 0, 
(Im (s) Re (si)) = 0, 
(Im (si) Im (si)) = !S, 
(le) 
(lf) 
(1g) 
(lh) 
where Sis the flux density of the source. Note that S, unlike 
N, is independent of the collecting area of the antenna. Rik 
and tPik are the correlated flux or the fringe amplitude and 
the fringe phase on baseline jk, respectively. The angular 
brackets ( ) refer to ensemble average. 
The receiver-noise components, owing to their origin in 
separate receivers, etc., are assumed to be uncorrelated with 
each other, i.e., 
(Re (ni) Re (nk)) = (Re (n1 ) 2 )8ik =!N8ik• 
(Re (ni) Im (nk)) = 0, 
(Im (ni) Re (nk)) =0, 
(Im (ni) Im (nk)) = (Im (ni ) 2 )8ik = !N8Jk• 
where N is the receiver-noise power per antenna. 
(2a) 
(2b) 
(2c) 
(2d) 
From Eqs. (1) and ( 2) we see that the flux density of the 
source and the receiver-noise power of any antenna are, re-
spectively, per polarization, 
S = (sis;>, (3aJ 
(3b) 
Finally, the receiver noise and the astronomical signals 
are independent and hence are uncorrelated to all orders. In 
particular, 
(Re (ni) Re (sk)) = (Re (ni)) (Re (sk)) = 0, etc., 
(4) 
for allj, k. 
It is important to note that the above relations ( 1 )-( 4) 
are valid only when the signal and noise amplitudes are mea-
sured at the same instant. We now consider the analogs of 
Eqs. ( 1 )-( 4) for voltages measured at different times. 
Let B be the bandwidth of the signal; clearly, the band-
width of the receiver noise is also B. We assume that the 
signals are sampled at the Nyquist rate 2B. The finite band-
width introduces temporal correlations, and these can be 
effectively taken into account by the assumption that the 
voltage samples are correlated with each other only over a 
time interval equal to the sampling interval rc - ( 2B) -I and 
are completely decorrelated for time intervals exceeding Tc, 
i.e., 
(Re (sj) Re (s%)) = (Re (si) Re (sk) )8pq 
= !IRik Ieos (t,hik )8pq• (5) 
where sf refers to the signal from antenna j measured at 
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t =pre . Similar relations follow for the other combinations 
of the real and imaginary components of the astronomical 
signals [ cf. Eqs. ( 1)]. For the receiver-noise components, 
using Eqs. (2) and the above assumptions, we find 
(Re (nj) Re (nJ)) = W8pq8Jk· (6) 
Again, similar relations follow for other combinations of the 
real and imaginary components of the receiver noise [ cf. 
Eqs.(2)]. 
The mean complex fringe visibility is by definition 
R1k =(r1k) = ((s1 + n1 )(st + nt)). (7) 
Operationally, the mean fringe visibility is obtained in two 
steps. In the first step, signals from pairs of antennas are 
correlated and the resulting correlation summed over a cer-
tain interval r 1 to yield one measurement r1k of the mean 
fringe visibility, 
M 
r1k =liM 2, (s'j + nj) (sf+ nf>. (8a) 
p~! 
HereM= 2Br1 is the number of independent voltage sam-
ples in the interval r 1 • r 1 is usually set to the coherence inte-
gration interval rcoh (Sec. VI) and is at least several tens of 
seconds at centimeter wavelengths. Thus, for a modest value 
of r 1 -10 sand assuming B-100 MHz, M = 109-a very 
large number. 
The second step is to average many r1k 's to obtain R1k, i.e., 
R1k = r1k, (8b) 
where the bar indicates a temporal average. It is usual to 
assume that the signal and noise components are ergodic, 
i.e., temporal averaging and ensemble averages are com-
pletely equivalent. We make frequent appeal to this assump-
tion. This assumption allows us to rewrite Eq. ( 8b) as 
M 
R1k =liM 2: ((s'j + nf)(slf: + nf>). (8c) 
p~! 
This step allows us great simplifications. In particular, appli-
cation ofEqs. (1)-(4) yields 
M 
R1k = liM 2, (Re (s'j) Re (.si:)) + (1m (s'j) Im (.si:)) 
p~! 
+ i[ (1m (s'j) Re (.si:)) - (Re (s'j) Im (.si:))] 
= (Re (s1 ) Re (sk)) + (Im (s) Im (sk)) 
+ i(Im (s1 ) Re (sk)) - i(Re (s1 ) Im (sk)) 
= R1k [cos (ifJ1k) - i sin (ifJ1k)]. (8d) 
III. UNCERTAINTY IN THE FRINGE AMPLITUDE 
We now determine the uncertainty in the fringe ampli-
tude. For specificity we assume the fringe phasor on baseline 
12. The fringe phasor consists of two components: real and 
imaginary. Rather than evaluating the variances of these two 
components, we evaluate the following "pseudovariance," 
~" = (r12r'f'2) - (rt2) (r'f'2) 
1 M M 
=-2 L 2, [((.11 +n))(sf +nf> M p~t q~t 
X(s'( +nj*)(~ +nD)] -R12RT2. (9) 
The variances of the real and the imaginary components. can 
be found in Appendix B. 
There are 16 fourth-order terms in the square brackets in 
Eq. (9): .s1sfs'(sj_, .s1sfsy*nj_, ... , n)nfnj*nj_. Of these 16 
terms, owing to Eq. (5), only terms that do not involve any 
noise components such as .s1 sf sj* sj or pairs of noise compo-
nents from the same antenna such as .s1 nf sf nj_ are nonzero. 
Thus Eq. (9) simplifies to 
2 1 MM pp•• pp••q 
u R, = - 2 2, 2, [ (s 1 s 2 s'{ ~) + (s 1 n2 s'{ n2 ) M p~tq~t 
+ (n)sfnf~) + (n)nfny*ni)] - R 12R T2 • (10) 
Equation ( 10) can be further simplified by the application of 
the well-known fourth-moment theorem for real Gaussian 
random variables (Davenport and Root 1958, p. 168): 
(x1x2x3x4) = (x1x2) (x3x4) + (x1x3) (x2x4) 
+ (x 1x4)(x~3). (11) 
In Appendix A, we extend this theorem for complex Gaus-
sian variables and in addition show that all second-order 
products of the form (z1z k ) (or its conjugate) are identically 
zero. Utilizing these results as well as Eqs. ( 3) and ( 4) al-
lows us the following simplifications: 
(s)sfs'{.~) = (s)sr>(s'f.~) + (s)sf)(sf~) 
= R12R T2 + S 28pq, 
(s)nfs'{.ni) = (s)sf)(nfni) =SN8pq, 
(n)sfnf~) = (n)nf)(sf~) =SN8pq, 
(n)nfn'(ni) = (n)nf)(nfni) =N28pq. 
Thus 
~" = (S 2 + 2NS + N 2 )/M = (S + N) 2/M. (12) 
Hence, the pseudovariance of the fringe phasor on any base-
line is proportional to the square of the total power, i.e., 
receiver noise plus signal, and inversely proportional to M, 
the Br1 product. 
Consider two asymptotic limits ofEq. ( 12): 
Weak source (S<aiN). In this limit 
N 
UR =--. (13a) 
" ~2Br1 
This is the standard result quoted in the literature and shows 
that in the faint-source limit the principal source of noise in 
the measurement of a fringe phasor is the additive receiver 
noise. 
Strong source (S !iJ> N). In this limit 
s 
O'R =---. 
" ~2Br1 
(13b) 
This is a well-known result in the context of flux-density 
measurement using a single dish. Equation ( 13b) shows that 
when the source power overwhelms the additive receiver-
noise power, the uncertainty in the fringe amplitude is pro-
portional to the source flux density and thus the SNR is 
independent of the source flux density and depends only on 
the Br1 product. Again, this is expected since, over an inter-
val r 1 , there are only - Br1 independent samples in a band-
limited signal. Thus the best SNR that we can extract for the 
fringe amplitude or, for that matter, any other quantity is 
-~Br1 • 
IV. COVARIANCE OF FRINGE AMPLITUDES 
An n-element interferometer yields nb = n(n- 1)/2 
complex fringe amplitudes and n total-power measurements 
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every integration time -r1 • It is commonly assumed that the 
nb fringe phasors constitute independent measurements of 
the spatial coherence function. Thus the SNR in the synthe-
sized image is supposed to scale as -.Jn.; -n (e.g., Crane 
and Napier 1985; Thompson eta/. 1986, Chap. 6). However, 
this assumption cannot be correct since there are only n inde-
pendent noise components and n signal terms. The n signal 
terms are not completely independent; in fact, the spatial 
coherence function of a point source is unity for all separa-
tions! Hence, it is impossible to derive - n2 independent 
quantities from essentially :S 2n independent sources. Thus 
we expect, on general grounds, that the noise in the measure-
ments of the nb fringe phasors ought to be correlated with 
each other. In this section we estimate the degree of correla-
tion between pairs of fringe phasors. 
The map or the image is the Fourier transform of the mea-
sured visibilities, i.e., each pixel in the map is a linear combi-
nation of the measured visibilities. Thus, it is sufficient to 
estimate the first order or linear correlation between pairs of 
fringe phasors in order to estimate the SNR in the map. The 
linear correlation between two random variables x, y is best 
measured by the covariance element Cxy = (xy) - (x) (y) 
or the related quantity, the normalized covariance, 
f..Lxy =Cxylaxay, where a; =Cxx• etc. The absolute value of 
the normalized covariance varies between 0 and I. 
We take a brief digression to clarify the difference between 
independent and uncorrelated random variables. x andy are 
independent variables if they are uncorrelated to all orders, 
i.e., 
(x"ym) - (x") (ym) = 0 for all n,m. 
x andy are uncorrelated if Cxy = 0. Independence is thus a 
stricter condition since it is possible for x andy to be uncorre-
latedbutdependent,i.e.,x =sin (8) andy= cos (8), where 
8 is uniformly distributed on [ 0,21T]. Only in the special case 
of Gaussian statistics are the terms independence and uncor-
related completely equivalent (Davenport and Root 1958, 
Chap. 8). 
For an n-element interferometer there are nb fringe pha-
sors. Thus we need n~ covariance elements to describe the 
correlation between all possible pairs of fringe phasors. 
These elements are best described by the covariance matrix 
C which isasquarematrixofsize nb Xnb. Element CjkJ'k' of 
this matrix is a measure of the linear correlation between the 
fringe phasors on baseline jk and j' k '. The matrix elements 
can be classified into three groups: 
(1) Diagonal elements. The nb diagonal terms are the vari-
ance of the fringe phasors: cjkjk = a 1jk. 
(2) Nondiagonal elements of type "a." These measure the 
correlation between baselines that share a common antenna, 
e.g., baseline 12 and baseline 13. 
(3) Nondiagonal elements of type "b." These measure the 
correlation between baselines that do not share anY common 
antenna, e.g., baseline 12 and baseline 34. 
Since a fringe phasor is composed of two components, real 
and imaginary, we need to evaluate all possible combina-
tions, i.e., type "a" real-real, real-imaginary, imaginary-
imaginary, and imaginary-real, and similarly for type "b" 
pairs. These combinations are evaluated in Appendix B. 
Here, for pedantic reasons, we evaluate a subset of the type 
"a" and "b" covariance elements and discuss their asympto-
tic limits. 
We first consider a covariance element of type "a." For 
specificity, we assume baselines 12 and 13. Then, 
C~z.13=(rt2r'/'3) -R.2Rf3, (14a) 
where the superscript stresses that this is a type a covariance 
element. As before, we substitute temporal average for the 
ensemble average and obtain 
1 M M 
C~2.13 = - 2 L L ( (s) + n~ )(~· + nf> M p~tq~t 
X (sf+ n'(> (sj + nj))- R 12R f3 • ( 14b) 
The angular brackets in Eq. ( l4b) expand to 16 fourth-order 
averages: s)~*sfsj, ... ,n~nfnfnj. Of these, owing to Eq. 
(4), only terms with no noise components (s)sfsfsj) or 
pairs of identical noise components ( n~ ~· nf sj ) are non-
zero, yielding 
1 M M 
c~2.13 = - 2 I I <s~sfsfsj> M p~tq~• 
+ (n~sfnfsj)- R 12R f3 
= (S + N)R t3 /M, 
and the normalized covariance element is 
f..L~2.t3 = R f3/(S + N), 
(14c) 
(14d) 
(14e) 
independent of M. Thus the normalized covariance is the 
ratio of the correlated flux density to the total power. 
We now consider the asymptotic limits. 
Weak source (S~N). In this regime, 
lf-Lf2.13l = IR23I!N = lr23l (SIN), ( 15a) 
where lr23 l is the normalized fringe visibility and has the 
maximum value of unity (for a point source) and a mini-
mum value of 0. Thus, even for a point source, in the weak 
source limit, pairs of fringe phasors involving a common 
antenna are approximately uncorrelated. This result makes 
sense since for a point source the astronomical signal is com-
pletely correlated and the only reason we get decorrelation is 
because receiver noise is uncorrelated. Thus the normalized 
covariance is the ratio of the correlated signal (i.e., S) to the 
uncorrelated signal (i.e., N). 
Strong source (S ~ N). In this regime, 
lf-Lf2,13l = lr2JI· ( 15b) 
In this regime, the normalized covariance is equal to the 
normalized visibility on the baseline which does not involve 
the common antenna. Since for a point source lrjk I= 1 for 
all j,k, pairs of fringe phasors that involve a common an-
tenna are completely correlated. Again, this is expected be-
cause in this regime receiver noise is irrelevant and the corre-
lation properties reflect the coherence properties of the 
astronomical source. Thus for a point source we expect and 
indeed find that the normalized covariance is unity. For an 
extended source, the normalized covariance is less than uni-
ty because the incident wavefront is curved and antennas j 
and k do not sample the same electric field at a given time. 
We now evaluate covariance elements of type b. For speci-
ficity, we assume baselines 12 and 34 and as before we note 
1 M M 
ct2.34=-2 I I ([<s~+nn<sf+nf> M p~tq~t 
X (sj* + nf><sl + nl)])- RI2R r4. (16a) 
where the superscript b is a reminder to the reader that 
Ct2,34 is a covariance element of type b. Owing to relation 
( 4), only one fourth-order term of the 16 terms in the square 
brackets in Eq. ( 16a) is nonzero, yielding 
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Ct2,34 = R13R !4/M, 
and the normalized covariance is 
b R13 RT4 
#12,34 = (S + N) (S + N) 
We now consider the asymptotic limits. 
Weak source (S~N). In this limit, 
IJ-tt2.341 = lr13r24l <SIN>2• 
(16b) 
(16c) 
(17a) 
which is even smaller than the corresponding case for pairs 
ofbaselines with a common antenna [cf. Eq. ( 15a) ]. Equa-
tion ( 17a) can be anticipated from physical arguments. In 
the faint-source limit, any correlation between fringe pha-
sors on unrelated baselines is via the astronomical signal and. 
the decorrelation is due to the uncorrelated receiver noise. 
Correlated fluctuations of the two fringe phasors require 
identical fluctuations in the two fringe phasors and the co-
variance is thus a second-order process; hence the quadratic 
dependence on SIN in Eq. (17a). 
Strong source (S :i)> N). In this limit, 
IJ-tt2,341 = lrl3r241· 07b) 
In this regime, the normalized covariance is a product of the 
normalized object visibilities on the two baselines. Consider 
now the special case of a point source ( I r1k I = 1 ) in which 
case the fringe phasors for pairs of baselines with no common 
station are completely correlated. This happens because in 
the strong source limit the receiver noise is negligible and the 
coherence properties of the astronomical signal decide the 
covariance properties of the fringe phasors. For a point 
source, the incident wavefront is planar, which is fully corre-
lated to any order. 
V. NOISE IN THE SYNTHESIZED MAP 
In this section we estimate the noise in the synthesized 
map. The synthesized map is the Fourier transform of the 
measured visibilities, i.e., 
(18a) 
Denoting Re ( r1k ) by l}k and Im ( r1k ) by r }k, and applying a 
similar convention for the real and imaginary components of 
R1k, we find that the mean value ofthe intensity at ( ()" ,()Y) is 
where 
Here ()",()Y refer to the pixels in the map and u1, v1 are the 
coordinates of antennaj (in some arbitrary coordinate sys-
tem). The variance in the intensity of the map at pixel()" ,()Y 
is obtained from the standard error propagation of the right-
hand side ofEqs. (18), i.e., 
xa1k.(()",()Y)C [1Jk•rfk·] 
+ aid()x,()y)b!k' ((}x,()y)C ["ik•rfk'] 
+ b}k(()x,()y)afk' (()x,()y)C [rjk•rfk'] 
+ bjk (()x,()y )bjk' ( ()x,()y )C [ rjk•rfk'] · (19) 
Here C [ "ik•rfk'], C [ "ik•rfk'], etc., are the covariance 
terms of the pair of fringe phasors R1k and R1k. and are 
evaluated in Appendix B. Equation ( 19) is the complete and 
formal expression for the variance in any desired pixel of a 
synthesized map. 
In order to gain physical insight we consider a simple 
source, viz., a point source at the phase center for which 
R1k = 1 forallj,k. Wethenevaluatethevarianceofthepixel 
at the phase center({}" = 0, ()Y = 0), 
1 n n n n 
V1 (0,0) =-2 L L L L C(Re (r1d,Re (r1k.)]. 
nb i=lk>if=lf>k' 
(20) 
Thus the variance of the pixel at the phase center is pro-
portional to the sum of all the elements of the covariance 
matrix of the real components. As discussed in Sec. IV, the 
elements of the normalized covariance matrix can be divided 
into three types: (i) nb diagonal elements whose value is 
unity, (ii) off-diagonal elements oftype a, and (iii) off-diag-
onal elements of type b. For a point source, all the off-diag-
onal elements (both real and imaginary) of type a are equal 
toJ-ta -S /(S + N) [Eq. (14e)] and that of type bare equal 
tOJ-tb = [S/(S +N)f [Eq. (16c)]. All that remains to 
evaluate V 1 ( 0,0) is to determine the number of off-diagonal 
elements of either type. 
Consider baseline 12. The number of baselines that in-
volve antenna 1, but excluding baseline 12 itself, is n- 2. 
Likewise, the number of baselines that involve antenna 2, but 
excluding baseline 12, is also n - 2. Thus for any given base-
line such as 12 there are 2 ( n - 2) baselines that share a 
common station. Since there are nb baselines, the total num-
ber of type a covariance elements is 
n1 = 2nb (n- 2). (21a) 
The number of type b elements is therefore 
n2 = (n~- nb)- n1 = nb (n- 2)(n- 3)/2, (21b) 
since the size of the covariance matrix is n~ and the total 
number ofnondiagonal elements is n~ - nb. 
With the help ofEqs. (21 ), the variance at the phase cen-
ter is 
Vr (0,0)- (nb + nlll: + n2J.lb) u i. 
nb 
(22) 
In the absence of any correlations between the fringe pha-
sors, V1 ( 0,0) would be u i I nb. This is the usual result and 
corresponds to a contribution only from the diagonal terms. 
However, the signal itself introduces some correlations and, 
in general, the nondiagonal terms also contribute. Let E be 
the ratio of the contribution of all the nondiagonal terms to 
that of the diagonal terms. Then, 
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(23) 
where 
E= n1[SI(S +N)] +n2[SI(S +N)] 2 ( 24) 
nb 
For the problem at hand, viz., a point source at phase 
center, the only useful measurement is that of the flux of the 
source. The flux is estimated by noting the mean value of the 
pixel at the phase center. Thus the SNR of the flux measure-
ment is 
F- ~(s) 
-"l +E aR ' (25) 
where aR = (S +N)I,[M [see Eq. (12)]. Fcan thus be 
regarded as the SNR in the map. 
We now study the dependence ofF, the SNR in the map, 
as a function of S. 
(i) Weak source (SIN~l). In this regime, the principal 
contribution comes from the diagonal terms E~O and 
F = .J1i: (S I aR ) . Thus the SNR in the map does increase as 
the square root of the number of baselines. 
(ii) Moderate source (SIN -1/n). In this regime, the flux 
intercepted by the entire array (nS) is comparable to the 
receiver-noise equivalent flux density generated by any one 
antenna. From Eqs. (14e) and (16c) we find pa ~lin, 
pb-l!n2, a'i-NIM. Thus E-2[(n-2)1n] 
+ 112[ (n- 2)1n][ (n- 3)1n]. Thus, in this regime, the 
nondiagonal terms dominate over the diagonal terms since 
E> 1. In detail, for sources stronger thanS>N In, the con-
tribution of the b terms exceeds that of the a terms and like-
wise for sources weaker than N In the opposite is true. 
(iii) Strong source (SINiie 1). In this regime, E is signifi-
cantly larger than 1 and most of the noise is coming from the 
typeb terms.ForSIN-1,bothpa andpb arecomparableto 
unity [Eqs. (15b) and (17b)] and thus E- nb. Thus F-M, 
independent of S. Such a result is well known in the context 
of single-dish flux measurements. What is surprising about 
this result is that this saturation in F occurs even for such 
moderate values of SIN. The reason this happens is that the 
relevant quantity is the total flux intercepted by the array 
and not the flux by a single antenna. When SIN -1, the total 
flux intercepted by the array exceeds the mean noise power 
of the array by n. Thus we are already in the very strong 
source regime. 
VI. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BISPECTRUM PHASOR 
In Sec. V we estimated the SNR in a synthesis image. 
However, the analysis was made assuming no corruption of 
the cosmic signal by the atmosphere. In practice, this is not 
the case. The phase corruption of the atmosphere is a func-
tion ofthe observing frequency. In theIR window, the atmo-
sphere corrupts cosmic signals over baselines as short as 5 m. 
This corruption is equally severe at radio wavelengths in 
VLBI where the baselines span the globe. Once the fringe 
phase becomes heavily corrupted we can no longer use the 
van Cittert-Zernike theorem, and standard image synthesis 
becomes impossible. At em wavelengths, the phase corrup-
tion over baselines typical of connected-element interferom-
eters like the VLA is not severe. Synthesis of the image is 
possible by the application of the van Cittert-Zernike 
theorem but the dynamic range of the resulting image would 
be limited. 
To overcome the problem of severe phase corruption, 
Jennison proposed the use of "closure phases" (see Pearson 
and Readhead 1984). Closure phase is a phase associated 
with a triangle of stations in much the same way as the stan-
dard fringe phase is the phase associated with the vector 
defined by two antennas. Thus the measurement of a closure 
phase needs at least three antennas. Let R 12, R23, R31 be the 
standard fringe phasors on baselines 12, 23, and 31, respec-
tively. The closure phase of triangle 123 is defined to be 
(26) 
where ejk is the observed or the measured fringe phase on 
baseline jk. Let Xj be the additional phase introduced by the 
atmosphere in the rays reaching antenna j. Then clearly, 
ejk = r/Jjk + xj - xk • (27) 
It is fairly straightforward to show that 
t/Jm = rP12 + rP23 + r/J3,, i.e., the atmospheric phases cancel 
out completely and the closure phase depends only on the 
source structure. 
The closure phase is also the phase of the so-called bispec-
trum or the triple product (see Lohmann, Weigelt, and Wir-
nitzer 1983; Cornwell1987): 
Bl23=R,2R23R3,. (28) 
There is no simple relation between Bjkl and the synthe-
sized image as there is between Rjk and the image. The num-
ber of "basic" or "unique" closure phases in an n-element 
array is only nc = (n- 1) (n- 2)12 (see Pearson and 
Readhead 1984), which is smaller than nb = n(n- 1)12, 
the total number of phases needed in order to apply the van 
Cittert-Zernike theorem. To overcome this problem, Read-
head and Wilkinson invented the so-called "hybrid map-
ping" technique which has been widely used to make VLBI 
images (see Pearson and Readhead 1984 for full details). 
Briefly, the technique consists of first assuming a model. The 
observations supply nc closure phases, and nb - nc phases 
are obtained from the model and a new model is obtained as 
per the prescription given by Eq. ( 18). The previous step is 
repeated with nb - nc phases supplied by the current model. 
The iterations are continued until the process converges. 
There are several problems with the hybrid mapping pro-
cedure, some conceptual and some technical. Conceptually, 
the main problem is that the number of closure phases is 
equal to the number of triangles, n, = n(n- 1)(n- 2)1 
6---considerably larger than nb. However, of these n, closure 
phases, only nc phases are "basic" in the sense that n, - nc 
closure phases can be derived from the nc phases, e.g., con-
sider a four-element array (Fig. 3) for which nb = 6, nc = 3, 
n1 = 4. There are four triangles: ACB, ABD, BCD, and 
ACD. The closure phase of triangle ACD is 
tPAco = rPAc + rPco + rPoA• whichisequaltothesumofthe 
closure phases t/J Aco + t/J ABD + tPoco . In fact, one can as-
sume any three triangles to be "basic" and derive the closure 
phase of the remaining triangle. Despite this symmetry, hy-
brid mapping makes an arbitrary choice of the "basic" trian-
gles. This has always been a source of dissatisfaction from 
the conceptual viewpoint. 
In order to overcome this and other problems, Cornwell 
and Wilkinson ( 1981) and Schwab ( 1980) came up with the 
idea of self-calibration in which the xj are explicitly solved 
by using the data itself. The condition that the source must 
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be finite in size and positive throughout apparently provides 
sufficient constraints to solve for x1 's from the data itselfl In 
self-calibration, the phase-closure condition is implicitly sat-
isfied. In addition, since there are no explicit triangles in-
volved, the above-mentioned dissatisfaction with hybrid 
mapping is completely avoided. 
Currently, self-calibration is the method of choice in the 
radio window. However, self-calibration fails when 
R1klaRj,, the SNR of the fringe phasor per baseline per co-
herence integration interval, falls below 3 (Cornwell1987). 
In the radio window this happens for weak sources. In the IR 
window this regime is readily approached because of the ex-
tremely short coherent integration interval, r 1 .a:; 1 s. In this 
low-SNR regime, the bispectrum is the best estimator 
(Cornwell1987). 
There is a fundamental difference between radio and IR 
interferometry: at radio wavelengths the observable is the 
fringe phasor, but in the IR, in the weak source limit, the 
observable is the triple product and not the fringe phasor. A 
similar situation exists at optical wavelengths (see Nakajima 
eta!. 1989 for a further discussion of this point). Thus, in this 
limit, we have no choice but to use a variant of the hybrid 
mapping method (see Haniff et al. 1987 and Nakajima eta!. 
1989 for applications of hybrid mapping for optical data). 
Given this situation, we felt it was worthwhile to study the 
statistical properties of the bispectrum. The analysis present-
ed here also clarifies the conceptual problem of the hybrid 
mapping method. In this section we follow the same pattern 
of analysis as in Sec. IV, viz., first derive expressions for the 
elements of the covariance matrix and then consider the 
asymptotic limits. 
There are some differences with respect to the previous 
analysis. The size of the covariance matrix is large: 
n, X n, ~ n6! Also, there are three types of off-diagonal co-
variance elements: covariance of pairs ofbispectrum phasors 
of triangles with 
( 1) two common antennas (type "i"), 
(2) one common antenna (type "ii"), 
( 3) no common antenna (type "iii"). 
A brief note: in order to keep the usage of indexes to the 
minimum, we use a different notation for the baselines. A 
single index is used for each baseline, as shown in Fig. 1 for a 
three-antenna array. The disadvantage with this scheme is 
that the assignment of the single index to a baseline is arbi-
trary. In Fig. 1, the baseline index for baseline AB is 1, 2 for 
baseline BC, 3 for baseline CA. 
A 
FIG. 1. A three-element array. with stations 
located at A, B, and C. The numbers in open 
circles denote the baseline indices. 
Let us denote by R1 = A1e;ej the mean complex fringe am-
plitude measured on baseline 1. A1 is the fringe amplitude 
and 01 = ¢11 + x1 is the measured phase; here ¢11 is the true 
fringe phase and x1 is the atmospheric phase. The phase-
closure condition is that x1 +X k + Xt = 0 if j, k, and l cor-
respond to baselines that complete a triangle. 
In practice, we obtain a series of estimates, denoted by r1, 
of the fringe phasor every coherent integration time r 1 (Sec. 
Ill). Let r .fbe the estimate of R1 obtained at t = pr1 and q.f, 
the associated measurement noise. In Appendix B, we show 
the q1 is a complex Gaussian random variable and derive the 
complete covariance matrix of the fringe phasors. The read-
er is referred to Appendix B for full results. Here we summa-
rize the statistical properties of q1: 
( 1) The mean value of both the real and imaginary com-
ponents is zero, 
(Re (q1)) = 0, 
(Im (q1 )) = 0. (29a) 
( 2) Since both Re ( q1 ) and Im ( q1 ) are Gaussian variates, 
the covariance matrix completely defines the statistical 
properties of the fringe phasor q1. 
C[Re (q1 ),Re (q1 )] 
=-
1
-[(S+N) 2 + IR1 12 cos (2¢11 )] (29b) 
2M 
C[Im (q1 ),1m (q1 )] 
= - 1-[ (S + N) 2 -IR1 12 cos (2¢11)] 
2M 
C [Re (q1 ),lm (q1 )] = - - 1-IR1 12 sin (2¢1 ) 2M 
(29c) 
C [Im (q1 ),Re (q1 )] = C [Re(q),lm (q)] . (29d) 
The pseudovariance QJ= (q1qj) [cf. Eq. (12)] is 
Q J = C [ Re ( q1 ) ,Re ( q1 )] + C [ Im ( q1 ) ,lm ( q1 )] 
(S + N) 2 
2Br1 
(29e) 
From Eq. (29d), we note the somewhat surprising result 
that the real and imaginary components of a fringe phasor 
are correlated. In retrospect, this result could have been an-
ticipated since the signal is common to both the components. 
It is convenient to normalize C [ Re ( q1 ) ,lm ( q1 ) ] by the 
pseudovariance Q J to yield 
,u1=C [Re (q1 ),1m (q1 )]1Qj 
= -I Rt2 12 sin (2¢ ) . (29f) 
(S + N) 1 
In the strong-source limit, IRdi(S + N) ~ 1 and 
,u1 ~ - sin ( 2¢1 ), and, depending upon the source structure, 
could approach unity. In the weak-source limit, IRdl 
(S + N) ~SIN and ,u1 ~ (SIN) 2 and, hence, the cross talk 
between the real and imaginary components becomes negli-
gible. 
( 3) The pairwise statistical properties are specified by 
various covariance elements, C [Re (q1),Re (qk)], 
C[Re(q1),1m(qk)], C[lm(q1 ),Re(qk)], and 
C [Im (q),lm (qk)] for all j and k. For the purpose of 
further discussion, it is convenient to characterize the co-
variance elements: (i) type "a" or type "b" depending upon 
whether baselines j and k share a common station or not and 
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(ii) whether the covariance element involves a conjugated 
pair (i.e., ,u oc C [ q1,q~]> or not (i.e., voc C [ q1,qk] ). 
Covariance of fringe phasors with a common station. For 
specificity, we consider a three-element array with stations 
at 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 1). Let the baselines 12, 23, and 13 be 
represented by j = 1,2,3 respectively. Clearly, baselines 
j = 1 and k = 3 share a common station. Then in Appendix 
B we show that 
a -C[ *]IQ Q* Rr 
.UB = ql,q3 I 3 = (S + N) ' (29g) 
113 =C [qi,q3]/QIQ3 = R 1R 3 2 (29h) (S+N) 
Covariance of fringe phasors with no common station. For 
specificity, we consider a four-element array (Fig. 3 ). Refer-
ring to Fig. 3, we note that baselines 3 and 4 do not share a 
common station. The two covariance elements for this pair 
of fringe phasors can be shown to be 
b _ C [ *] Q Q * _ R 1R t f..l34 = q3,q4 I 3 4 - (S + N) 2 , 
~ =C[ ]!Q Q _ R5R 2 
34- q3,q4 3 4- (S + N) 2 
(29i) 
(29j) 
We assume the atmospheric phase on any antenna to be con-
stant for a certain time 1"coh• after which the atmospheric 
phase is assumed to jump to a random value with uniform 
probability. We also assume that r 1 is chosen so as to equal 
Tcoh· 
From Eqs. (29) it follows that the mean fringe phasor 
R1 =(r1 +q1 ). (30a) 
Making by now the familiar assumption that temporal and 
ensemble averages are interchangeable, we see 
L 
R1=11LLrf+qf, (30b) 
p~l 
where L is the total number of measurements of the fringe 
phasor on baseline j. 
In the absence of atmospheric phase corruption, R 1 = y1S 
and the uncertainty in R1, CTR1 = Q/.fL = (S + N)/~2Bt, 
where t is the total integration time: t = Lr1 • However, 
owing to the atmospheric phase corruption we expect Eq. 
( 30b) to be equal to zero since 
L 
R1 = l!L L rf 
p~l 
L 
= l!L L AJ /"'Jetx'j 
p~l 
L 
= Aj /"'1 l!L L /X'/= 0 0 
p~l 
It is precisely to overcome this problem that the bispectrum 
estimator is used. 
Consider the bispectrum of the triangle formed by base-
lines 1, 2, and 3. The mean bispectrum phasor B 123 is opera-
tionally defined as 
L 
B123=l!L L (bfz3) 
p~l 
L 
= l!L L ((rf +qf)(r~ +q~)(r~ +q))) 
p~l 
(31a) 
L 
= l!L L ( rf r~ rO 
p~l 
L 
= l!L L A 1AzA3 /¢>,+txf+t¢>,+tx~+t¢>,+tx~ 
p~l 
L 
= AIAzA3 et¢'.,_,( 1/L) L /xf+ tx~+ tx~ 
p~l 
=A 1AzA3 e1"'"', (31b) 
since X f +X~ +X~ = 0 for all p. 
Parenthetically, we note that the bispectrum estimator is 
unbiased [as demonstrated by Eqs. ( 31 ) ] only in the pres-
ence of atmospheric phase corruption. If there was no atmo-
spheric corruption, then Eq. ( 31a) does not simplify to Eq. 
(31b) but to 
BI23 =AiAzA3 et¢'., +A, et4>,C [qz,q3] 
+A2 e1"''C[q1,q3] +A3e1"''C[qi>q2 ]. (31c) 
The covariances C[q2,q3 ] etc., are evaluated in Appendix B 
and are not identically zero because of the finite covariance 
between the real and imaginary components of the fringe 
phasor. However, these covariances are ~S2/(2Br1 ) and 
hence become important only when ( 2Br1 ) ~ 1-a situation 
not encountered in any practical interferometer. Thus we 
conclude that B 123 is essentially an unbiased estimator. 
In Appendix C, we derive the expressions for the variance 
and the three types of covariance terms. Here we present the 
results and then study the special case of a point source at the 
phase center for which A1 = S, Q1 = Q, f-l}k = ,ua, ,uJk = ,ub, 
vfk = ~. and t/l1k1 = 0, independent of j,k,l; f-t 0 , pb, and ~. 
are real. Here Sis the flux density of the point source. The 
expressions for Q, ,ua, ,ub, ~. and vh can be found in Eqs. 
(29). 
a) Variance of the Bispectrum 
In Appendix C, we show that the pseudovariance of the 
bispectrum is 
~"' = (bmb r23 > - (bm) (b r23 > 
= l!L(AfA~Q~ +AfQiA~ +QfAiA~ 
+A fQ~Q~{1 + l,u~31 2 + ~~31 2} 
+ QiA ~Q~{l + l,u~,l2 + ~~~12} 
+ QiQ~A ~{1 + I.U~zl 2 + IV:zl2} 
+ QfQ~Q~{l + lt-t~zl 2 + l,u~31 2 + l,u~1l 2 
+ 0 [ (,ua)3] + 0 [,ua(~)2] + 0 [ va(,ua)2]}) 0 
(32) 
Equation (32) is a formal and rigorously correct expres-
sion for the variance of the bispectrum. Previous estimates 
(such as the one by Cornwell1987) are correct only in the 
asymptotic limit of sources considerably fainter than the re-
ceiver noise. 
For a point source, Eq. (32) simplifies to 
~"' = l!L (3S4Q2 + 3S2Q4{1 + l,ualz + 1~12} 
+ Q6{1 + 3l,ual2 + 0 [(,Ua)\(~)3]}). (33) 
We consider two asymptotic limits ofEq. (33). 
Faint source (S~Q). Note that unlike Sec. IV, here we 
compare the source flux with Q, the uncertainty on the fringe 
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amplitude, and not N, the receiver-noise power. Note that 
S I Qis the SNR of the fringe phasor per baseline per coherent 
integration time. Thus this regime corresponds to the case 
where the SNR of the fringe-amplitude measurement is be-
low 1. In this limit, ,ua-0 and thus 
~"' =Q61L, 
B123luB,, =$ (SIQ) 3 , 
(34a) 
(34b) 
identical to the expression derived by Cornwell (1987). 
Equation ( 34b) shows that when S IQ < 1, the bispectrum is 
an inferior estimator as compared to the standard fringe pha-
sor. Despite this, we use the bispectrum because, unlike the 
standard fringe phasor, it is immune to atmospheric phase 
corruption. 
Strong source (S ~ Q). In this limit, 
~"' -3S4Q 21L, (35a) 
B 1231uB.,,-.J{- (~). (35b) 
The SNR of B 123 in this limit is only yj worse than the SNR 
of a single fringe phasor. This is expected because the bispec-
trum is a product of three random variables. Note that even 
when S'). Q, butS -(N, ,ua, ,ub, v", ~are considerably smaller 
than unity and hence can be neglected even in this limit. 
b) Covariance of Pairs of Bispectrum Phasors with Two 
Common Antennas 
Let 123 and 145 be two triangles with one common side 
(Fig. 3). Then, in Appendix C we show that the covariance 
between B 123 and B 145 is 
c,23,145 
= 11 L (A i Q2Q3~Q5 (,U~4,U~s + ,U~s,U~4 + 113 ~; ) 
+ A~~4AsQ f e;.p,_,- ;.p,., + Q f Q2Q3~Qs 
X{,u24.U~s +0[(,ub) 2] +0[(vb) 2]}). (36) 
For a point source, Eq. (36) simplifies to 
Cm,l4s = l!L (S4Q2 + S2Q4 
X ( (,Ua)2 + (,Ub)2 + ( v")2] 
+ Q6{(,Ua)2 + 0 [ (,Ub)2,(~)2]}). (37) 
Faint source (S~Q). We note that in this limit,ua-s IN 
and v"-,ub- (S IN) 2, both of which are exceedingly small 
values. Hence, the most dominant term is not Q 6butS 4Q 2. 
Thus 
Cm,l4s -S4Q21L, 
,u~~3.14s - (S IQ) 4, 
(38a) 
(38b) 
i.e, the bispectrum phasors B123 and B145 are essentially un-
correlated. This is expected since the dominant noise in this 
limit comes from the receiver noise, which is different for 
triangles 123 and 145 despite the common phasor R 1• The 
superscript (i) emphasizes that the normalized covariance 
element is an off-diagonal element of type (i). 
Strong source (S~Q). Keeping the dominant term inS, 
we note 
Cm,l4s -S4Q21L, (39a) 
(39b) 
Naively we might have expected ,u<il to be unity in this 
limit since the incident wave front of a point source is a plane 
wave front and the voltage samples are exactly the same at all 
antennas. However, this expectation is not correct because 
all the derivations in Appendix C including Eq. (36) above 
have been obtained under the assumption that the atmo-
sphere corrupts the wave front. Thus the assumption of a 
plane wave front is no longer true. For this reason, the maxi-
mum value of ,u <i> is 1/3 since two bispectrum phasors share 
one common fringe phasor out of the three corrupted fringe 
phasors that define a bispectrum phasor. 
By applying the same logic to the two cases below, we 
expect,u<iil and,u<iiil to be essentially zero even in the limit of 
strong sources since there are no common fringe phasors 
between the pairs of bispectrum phasors with one and no 
common antenna. 
c) Covariance of Pairs of Bispectrum Phasors with One 
Common Antenna 
Let 123 and 456 refer to the triangles with one common 
antenna (Fig. 4). Then, from Appendix C, we find that 
Cm,4s6 = IlL (Q,Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6{0 [ (,U0 ) 2,ub] 
+ 0 [ (,ub)3]}). ( 40) 
Faint source (S~Q). Since in this regime, ,ua -SIN, 
,ub- (SIN) 2 we note that the bispectrum phasors are decor-
related in this regime. 
Cm,456-Q6(,ua)21L, (41a) 
,ul~~.456- (,U0 ) 2-0. (41b) 
Strong source (S ~ Q). Even in this limit, the bispectrum 
phasors are decorrelated since 
,U~~~.456-l/3(QIS)4 (,U0 ) 2, (42) 
which is essentially zero. As explained in subsec. b above, 
this is expected since the incident wave front is no longer a 
plane wave front but highly distorted by the atmosphere. 
d) Covariance of Pairs of Bispectrum Phasors with No 
Common Antenna 
Let 123 and 456 refer to two triangles with no common 
vertex (Fig. 5). Then, from Appendix C, we find that 
Cm.4s6 = 11L (Q,Q2Q3Q4QsQ6 
X{O [(,ub)3] + 0 [(~) 3 ]}). (43) 
It is fairly straightforward to show that the bispectrum 
phasors are decorrelated both in the strong and weak source 
limits, as in the previous case. 
With these results at hand we are now in a position to 
tackle the question raised at the beginning of this section, 
viz., "How do we reconcile the much larger number of hi-
spectrum phasors (n,) with the number of baselines (nb) or 
the so called 'unique' phases (nc )?"Our analysis shows that 
in fact all the bispectrum phasors, i.e., all triangles do pro-
vide information. The fact that n, > nb should be of no great 
concern. In the limit oflow S IQ then, bispectrum phasors 
provide essentially independent information and thus using 
only a fraction of the bispectrum phasors is equivalent to 
throwing away valuable data. In the limit of high S I Q the 
situation is more complex: pairs of bispectrum phasors that 
share a common side are correlated with ,u- 1/3 and any 
other pair is essentially uncorrelated. Thus, even in this re-
gime, all the bispectrum phasors should be used. To con-
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elude, both in high and lowS !Q limits all the bispectrum 
phasors provide information and hence should be used in 
constructing the synthesized image. A corollary conclusion 
is that the concept of unique closure phases ( cf. Pearson and 
Readhead 1984) is not very useful. 
VII.NOISEINANIMAGEDERIVEDFROMBISPECTRUMDATA 
Here we estimate the noise in an image derived from hi-
spectrum data. As mentioned in the beginning of Sec. VI, 
there is no simple relation between the measured bispectrum 
phasors and the synthesized image. Currently, all image-
construction algorithms employ some kind of an iterative 
method to obtain images from closure phases. However, 
when the source structure is simple a simple relation may be 
possible. 
We consider the simplest of all sources, i.e., a point source. 
This assumption allows some analytical modelfug and hence 
provides new insight into this problem. We believe that the 
resulting simplification does not hide the essential physics of 
imaging using bispectrum data. In the case of a point source 
(assumed to be at the phase center), the only unknown is S, 
the flux of the source. Thus estimating the uncertainty in the 
measured values of S is equivalent to obtaining the SNR in 
the synthesized image. 
Let B1 be the bispectrum of triangle j; here, as before, we 
are using an indexing scheme in which each triangle is given 
a single indexj, which ranges from 1 ton,. An estimate of the 
flux from the measured bispectrum phasors is 
S= Re (T) 113, (44) 
where T= (t) and 
n, 
t=l!n, Lbi" (45) 
J=l 
For a point source of flux density~ T= S 3• We now esti-
mate the SNR of T. The SNR of S is 3 times larger than 
that ofT. 
The variance of Tis given by 
n, n, 
u} = lin: .L L uBpB.J.L(B1,Bk ), (46) 
j=lk=l 
whereu~JisthevarianceofB1 [Eq. (32)] andp,(B1,Bk) is 
the normalized covariance between the bispectrum phasors 
B1 andBk and specified by Eqs. (36)-(43), depending upon 
whether B1 and B k share two, one, or no common antennas, 
respectively. 
As discussed in Sec. VI, the covariance ofbispectrum pha-
sors with only one or no common station is essentially zero 
for any value of S /Q, whereas the covariance ofbispectrum 
phasors with two common stations [i.e., type (i) pairs] is 
zero at low values of S !Q but 1/3 at high values of S /Q. 
Thus most elements of then, X n, covariance matrix are zero 
other than the n, diagonal terms, which are unity by defini-
tion and n<il nondiagonal terms which represent pairs of tri-
angles with one common side. Since we are considering a 
point source, uBj = uB andp,<il(B1,Bk) = p,<il, i.e., indepen-
dent ofj,k. Thus Eq. ( 46) can be simplified 
(47) 
We now estimate n(i). Consider ann-element array and 
focus on triangle 123. The number of triangles that include 
side 12, other than triangle 123, is n - 3. Likewise, the num-
ber of triangles that share sides 23 and 13 is also n - 3 for 
each. Thus, for each given triangle we find 3 ( n - 3) trian-
gles that share a common side. Since there are n, triangles, 
the total number of triangles that share a common side is 
n<il = 3(n- 3)n,. Thus Eq. (47) becomes 
2_[1+3(n-3)p,<il] 2 
Ur- U B· 
n, 
(48) 
Thus the variance of T and hence of S depends critically 
uponp,(i). 
Faint source (S~Q). In this limit, p,<il -0 [Eq. (38b) ], 
uB = Q 3 [Eq. (34a)], and hence 
(49a) 
(49b) 
(49c) 
Thus the SNR of Tis .Jn. better than the SNR of a single 
bispectrum phasor. This is a restatement of the fact that all 
the bispectrum phasors are essen!ially uncorrelated in this 
regime. Despite this, the SNR of S (whose SNR is propor-
tional to that of T) is not as good as in a phase-coherent 
interferometer because of the factor (S /Q) 3, which is con-
siderably less than unity in this regime. 
Strong source (S~Q). In this limit, p,<il -113 [Eq. 
(39b)], u ~ = 3S 4Q 2, and hence 
a-2r = 3(n- 2) S 4Q2 , 
n, 
(50a) 
T/u,=-1- ~§_= ~§_. (50b) 
-.[3 '} (n-2) Q 'J 18 Q 
A s S!us=.Jli:-. Q 
(50c) 
Equation (50c) compares favorably well with the SNR in 
the map of a phase-coherent interferometer [ Eq. ( 25) ] . 
Thus, when the fringe is readily detected, the use of a bispec-
trum leads to a final SNR that is as good as that obtained with 
an ideal phase-coherent interferometer. 
VIII. APPLICATIONS TO VLA, VLBA, AND IR 
INTERFEROMETRY 
The principal goal of this paper has been a systematic de-
velopment of the statistical properties of noise in a synthesis 
image. We now apply the theory developed in this paper to 
three examples: the VLA, VLBI, and IR interferometry. 
a)VLA 
The VLA is an array of27 antennas, each 25m in diameter 
(Thompson eta/. 1980). It presently operates from 1 em to 
nearly 100 em. Currently, in the 5 GHz window, the receiver 
noise of a typical antenna is 480 Jy. However, new develop-
ments in receiver technology are expected to reduce this. In 
Fig. 2, we plot the SNR in the map for a point source as a 
function of the source flux density S for N = 84 Jy; the time 
bandwidth product M has been assumed to be equal to 109• 
Also plotted in dashed lines is E, the ratio of the contribution 
ofnondiagonal terms to the diagonal terms [see Eq. (24) ]. 
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4 
3 
2 
VLA N=84 Jy 
2 3 
log(S) mJy 
At small values of S, the SNR in the map varies linearly 
with S. Once S-N In, the contribution of the non diagonal 
terms exceeds the contribution of the diagonal terms and the 
growth of the SNR in the map in this region is approximately 
S 112• Finally, for very strong sources, the SNR in the image is 
independent of the source flux density and is~ 2Br1 • 
For the above system, the nondiagonal terms, i.e., the self-
noise, contribute about 33% of the total noise for a source 
with S-0.851 Jy. The self-noise linearly increases with 
source flux density. Thus a source with S = 6. 7 Jy contrib-
utes about 85% of the total noise. At centimeter wave-
lengths, there are quite a few sources with S comparable to 1 
Jy and thus the above example is not an artificial problem. It 
is fair to state at this point that the self-noise problem is 
reduced if the source is resolved. Thus, self-noise is unlikely 
to be important when mapping large extended sources such 
as Cas A. The self-noise problem becomes more acute at 
meter wavelength, where the sources are considerably 
brighter than the centimeter sources and in addition receiv-
ers can now be made with essentially negligible electronics 
noise. This aspect is potentially of some interest to the 
planned Indian Giant Meter Wavelength Telescope. 
It is usually assumed that the noise in a synthesis image is 
independent of the pixel location. This is a good assumption 
when the noise arises from the receiver noise since noise gen-
erated in one receiver has no effect on the noise generated 
from other receivers. However, self-noise is noise created by 
the source itself and hence its distribution depends upon the 
source structure itself. The properties ofthe noise in the map 
are formally specified by the covariance matrix, 
Cd8jJy;e~.e;> = (i(Ox,(Jy)i(O~,e;>> 
- (i(8x,8y))(i(8~,e;)), (51) 
where i(8x,8y) is specified by Eq. (18a). Following the ar-
guments stated in deriving Eq. (19), we find that Eq. (51) 
can be simplified to 
. · 
.. ·· 
4 
... 
100 
5 
FIG. 2. Plot of signal-to-noise ratio 
in the synthesized map of a point 
source as observed by the 27-e1e-
ment VLA (solid line). The noise 
equivalent flux density or the sys-
tem noise of each antenna is as-
sumed to be 84 Jy, and the time 
bandwidth product of a single visi-
bility measurement is assumed to 
be 109 • E, the relative ratio of the 
contribution of nondiagonal terms 
to the diagonal terms, is shown in 
dashed lines . 
C1 <Ox,ey;e ~.e;) 
1 n n n 
=-2 I > I I aik(8x,8y)a1 ,k'((J~,(J;) 
nb j= I ~jj'= I k'>J' 
XC [Re (r1k ),Re (rJ'k')] 
+ a1k ( Ox,ey )bJ'k' ( 0 ~.(J;) C [ Re (r1k ),lm (ri'k')) 
+ b1k (8x,(Jy )aJ'k' (0 ~.e; )C [Im (r1k ),Re (ri'k')] 
+ b1k((Jx,(Jy)brk' (O~,O;>c [Im (r1k),Im (rJ'k') ]. 
(52) 
Equation (52) is the complete and formal expression of 
the covariance matrix of a synthesis image. The variance [ cf. 
Eq. ( 19)] corresponds to the diagonal elements, i.e.,j = j 1, 
k = k 1 • The source structure appears in Eq. (52) via the 
covariance matrix C1kj'k' (Sec. IV). For sources withS.~N I 
n, CJkj, k, is essentially zero for j =!= j 1 and k =!= k 1, and in this 
limit the noise in the synthesized map is white. Once S;;;:; N I 
n, the covariance matrix C1 has nonzero diagonal elements 
and the noise is no longer uniform across the map. Further 
discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of the current 
paper. 
b) Very Long Baseline lnteiferometry 
Currently, VLBI images are obtained from a heterogen-
eous collection of antennas that span the globe. The array 
consists of telescopes as small as 25 m to S 100 m antennas. 
Most of the sources observed with the VLBI array are bright 
and a fair number are barely resolved. Thus self-noise is po-
tentially a worry in VLBI images. 
The theory developed here is really applicable only to an-
tennas with the same aperture size. However, it is quite easy 
to derive corresponding expressions for an array consisting 
of heterogeneous antennas. To first order, self-noise be-
comes important when the flux density of the source be-
comes comparable toN In, where N is the mean NEFD of 
the array. Clearly, the NEFD of an array is decreased by the 
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presence of a large dish. Thus, a VLBI array consisting of 
five 25m antennas, two 40 m antennas (OVRO and Green 
Bank), one 76 m antenna (Jodrell Bank), and two 100m 
telescopes (Effelsburg and the WSRT) is equivalent to an 
array of forty-three 25 m dishes-much larger than the 
VLA. For such an array, even with current receiver technol-
ogy, self-noise effects become important for sources as weak 
as 5 Jy, comparable to many VLBI sources. We urge VLBI 
observers to carefully evaluate the dynamic range of their 
best maps and compare it with our predicted noise ( cf. Fig. 
2). We predict that the dynamic range of the maps of some of 
the best-observed VLBI sources may never reach the thermal 
limit because of self-noise effects. 
Incidentally, the noise properties of the images produced 
by a heterogeneous array are rather complicated because the 
covariance elements involving a baseline containing the big-
gest antenna are larger than the other covariance elements. 
This aspect again should be of interest to people who are 
making the highest-dynamic-range maps. 
c) IR Interferometry 
At the current levels of sensitivity, any IR interferometer 
employing the heterodyne technique is likely to be in the 
regime where S I Q is small. In this limit, we have shown that 
all the bispectrum phasors contain independent informa-
tion. Thus, in our opinion, any image-construction algo-
rithm should make equal use of all the measured bispectrum 
phasors. As mentioned before, the hybrid mapping method 
does not treat all the closure phases equivalently. To con-
clude, we suggest that a technique that iteratively fits the 
model closure phases and the amplitudes to the observed 
amplitudes and the observed closure phases is the most opti-
mal method. 
IX. SUMMARY OF THE ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
In this paper we have systematically developed the statis-
tical properties of noise in synthesis images produced by ra-
dio interferometric arrays like the VLA, the VLBA, etc. We 
recognize that a full reading of the entire paper is time con-
suming and that most readers are probably interested in the 
results of our analysis rather than the details. Consequently, 
at the referee's suggestion, we now summarize our results. 
a) Glossary of the Symbols Used in This Paper 
Two different schemes are used for referring to baselines. 
The first one uses a pair of station or element indexes such as 
jk; here 1 <J<n and 1 <,k<,n, where n is the number of ele-
ments in an array. This scheme is referred to as the station-
or element-based indexing. The second scheme uses a single 
index which ranges from 1 to nb = n ( n - 1) /2, the number 
of baselines; this is referred to as the baseline-based indexing 
scheme. The former scheme is used in the discussion of the 
fringe phasors, whereas the latter is used in the discussion of 
the bispectrum phasors. The total number of bispectrum 
phasors is denoted by the symbol n1 and is equal to 
n(n-1)(n-2)/6. 
The covariance of a pair of random variates x,y is denoted 
by C[x,y], which is defined to be 
C[x,y] = (xy)- (x)(y). 
The above definition is the same regardless of whether x and 
y are real or complex variates. The variance is always de-
noted by the symbol V, i.e., 
For complex variates, we use a special variance, the so-called 
pseudovariance, which is always denoted by the symbol O" 
and is defined as 
o:;=:=(zz*)- (z)(z*). 
In the section on the statistics of the bispectrum we also use 
the symbol Q] to denote the pseudovariance of the fringe 
phasor R1, i.e., Q]=O" ~;"The normalization of the covari-
ance terms is different depending upon whether x andy are 
real or complex numbers. In the first case, the normalization 
is the standard factor ~ V [ x] V [y], and in the second case 
the normalization is taken to be O"xO"y. 
S = flux density of the source. 
N = the noise equivalent flux density of an element and 
equal to !kTRITJA, where A, TJ, and TR refer, respec-
tively, to the collecting area, the aperture efficiency, 
and the system temperature of a single element. 
M = the time bandwidth product of a single visibility 
measurement and is defined to be 2Br1 , where B is 
the bandwidth and r, is the coherent integration 
time. Note that M is usually a very large number 
( 109). 
r1k = the complex fringe phasor on the baseline connect-
ing element} to element k measured over one single 
coherent integration interval. 
rJk = Im ( r1k ) . 
rjk = Re (r1k ). 
R1k = the average of r1k over many coherent integration 
intervals. For a point source, R1k = S and the 
phase ¢1k = 0, after proper calibration. 
C Jk,ik = the complex covariance of the noise in the fringe 
phasors r1k and r'fk. The superscript "a" stresses 
the fact that there is a common element between 
baselinesjk and ik. 
f.l'}k, 1k = the above covariance term normalized by 
aRjk.aR~k· 
C Jk.Im = the complex covariance of the noise in the fringe 
phasors r1k and r1m. The superscript "b" is taken 
to mean that baselines jk and lm do not share a 
common element. 
f.lJk.lm = the above covariance normalized in the usual 
fashion. 
n 1 = the total number of type "a" covariance elements; 
equal to 2nb (n- 2). 
n2 =the total number of type "b" covariance elements; 
equal to nb (n- 2)(n- 3 )/2. 
From this point on, the symbols pertain to the analysis of 
the bispectrum phasor. The baseline-based index is exclu-
sively used below. 
b1k 1 = the bispectrum or the triple product of the triangle 
associated with baselines}, k, !. b1k1=r1rkr1. The 
baselines}, k, l are assumed to form a closed trian-
gle. 
A1 =the fringe amplitude on baseline}. 
B1k1 = the average of the above quantity over many coher-
ent integration intervals; equal to A1AkA1/"jkl· 
¢1k1 = the phase of the bispectrum B1k1, which is also the 
closure phase of the triangle associated with base-
lines j, k, l. 
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L = the number of coherent integration intervals over 
which B1k1 is obtained. 
q1 = the complex noise associated with the fringe phasor 
on baseline j. 
Q] =another symbol for the pseudovariance aR/ Note 
that this is also the pseudovariance of q1. 
ifni., = the pseudovariance of bJkl· 
ll'A = the normalized complex covariance of the fringe 
phasors on baselines j and k; equivalently, 
C [ q1 ,qt ] I a Qj a Q•. The superscript "a" implies that 
baselines j and k share a common element. 
v'jk = the normalized complex covariance of the pair q1 
and qk. Note the difference between v" andJ.l 0 • 
llJk = the normalized complex covariance of the pair q1 
and qt. As before, the superscript "b" implies that 
baselinesj and k do not share a common element. 
vjk = the normalized complex covariance of the pair q1 
and qk. 
CJk!Jk'l' =the complex covariance element of the noise 
associated with the bispectrum vectors b1k1 and 
bfk'l', i.e., C [ bJkl•b }'k'l']. 
llJ~)J'k'l' =the above complex covariance element 
normalized by the pseudovariances 
Q1QkQ1QJ'Qk.Ql'. The superscript "(i)" 
should be taken to mean that the two triangles 
defined by the baseline index jkl and j 'k 'I' 
contain exactly one common baseline. 
llJ~~~·k'l' =like the above quantity, except that the two 
pairs of triangles contain exactly one common 
element. 
ll}l\~k'l' =like the above quantity, except that the two 
pairs of triangles contain no common element. 
At times, we use pseudovariances and normalized covar-
iances without any indexes, e.g., Jla,vb,aB, etc. This usage 
either implies that the particular parameter is independent 
of the baseline indexes or that the symbol is used in a generic 
fashion. 
b) Results 
1) Statistical properties of fringe phasor 
We show that the real and imaginary components of the 
fringe phasor r1k are both Gaussian variates with mean val-
ues R fk and R fk and the following covariance properties: 
V[rJd =-1- [(S+N) 2 + IR1kl 2 cos (2t,61k>], 2M 
V [ r .id = - 1- [ (S + N) 2 - IR1k 12 cos (2t,61k)], 2M 
2 (S+N) 2 
a R'k = 
J M 
The SNR of the fringe amplitude can be conveniently de-
fined to beR1klaRi•· Fora point source, t,61k = OandR1k = S. 
In the limit of a weak source, S ~N, we recover the well-
known result a Rjk = N I ..[M, and in the opposite limit of a 
strong source we again recover the well-known result a Rjk 
=SI..[M. 
In order to derive the variance in a synthesis image, it is 
necessary to obtain the variance of the fringe phasors as well 
as the cross talk or the covariance between pairs of fringe 
phasors. The magnitude of this cross talk depends upon 
whether the pairs ofbaselines contain (type "a") or do not 
contain (type "b ")a common element. For either case, we 
have evaluated the four possible combinations of the covari-
ance elements: C [ rjk •rfk ] , C [ r]k ,rJk ] , C [ rJk •rfk ] , and 
C [ rJk ,rJk ] . Rather than reproduce the results once again, 
we refer the reader to Appendix B [Eqs. (Bl0)-(B13) and 
(Bl6)-(B19) ]. 
Two particular combinations of the above four possible 
combination vectors are useful for pedantic reasons as well 
as in the analysis of the statistics of the bispectrum phasor: 
C [ rwr f3] R f3 ll~2,13 
aR,aR, (S + N) ' 
v'{ = C [rwr13 ] _ R 12R 13 
12,13- a a - (S N)2' 
R 12 R._l + 
b _C[r12,rf4 ] R 13Rf4 
ll12,34 = a a = (S + N)2 ' 
R 12 R_,4 
l1 = C [rwr34 ] = R 14R 32 
12,34- a a (S N)z. 
R 12 R:>-4 + 
Note that only Jl 0 is linear inS IN, whereas the other three 
are quadratic in SIN. All the four covariance terms tend to 
zero for weak sources (S ~N), the usual situation. However, 
in the opposite limit, all the covariances tend to unity pro-
vided the source is a compact source so that the correlated 
flux is comparable to S. 
2) Variance in the synthesized map 
The variance at any pixel ( (J x ,(} Y ) is 
XaJ'k' ((Jx,(Jy )C [ r ]k,r h·] 
+ ajk((Jx,(Jy)bj'k' ((Jx,(Jy)C [r]k,rh·] 
+ bJk ((Jk,(Jy )aj'k' ((Jx,(Jy )C [ r Jk•r h·] 
+ b1d(JJ)y)bj'k' ((Jx,(Jy)C [r]k,rh· ]. 
Note that (Jx = 0, (JY = 0 corresponds to the center, or rather 
the phase center, of the map. Also the normalization of the 
Fourier transform is so chosen that for a point source at the 
phase center /(0,0) = S. Evaluation of V [ (Jx,(Jy] requires 
proper sorting of the elements of the n~ covariance matrix 
into type "a," type "b," and variance terms. Expressions for 
these terms can be found in Appendix B. 
For the simple case of a point source at the phase center, 
we can write an exact expression for the variance in the syn-
thesizedmap. WeshowthattheratioF= /(0,0)1~V1 [0,0], 
which is indicative of the SNR in the synthesized map, is 
given by 
F=~(~} 
here aR = (S + N)I..[M. The factor 
E= n 1[SI(S+N)] +n2 [SI(S+N>F 
nb 
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is the ratio of the contribution of the nondiagonal terms to 
that of the diagonal terms in the covariance matrix. We show 
that in the weak-source limit, E ~0 and the standard formu-
las for SNR are recovered. In the moderate-source limit 
(S ~ N), E ~I and the noise in the map is doubled due to this 
cross talk. In the strong-source limitS> N, E ~ nb and F no 
longer depends upon Sand depends only on fj[. 
c) Statistical Properties of Bispectrum Phasor 
The bispectrum phasor is sixth order in electric field. Thus 
its probability distribution is necessarily complex and we 
were unable to derive it. Fortunately, we were successful in 
deriving all the first and the second moments including the 
covariance of pairs of bispectrum phasors-quantities that 
enable us to derive the SNR in maps produced from bispec-
trum data. 
For simplicity, we assume definite values for the indexes 
of the triangle of baselines. The pseudovariance of B 123 is 
u ~"-' = 11 L (A i A ~ Q ~ + A i Q ~A ~ + Q i A ~A ~ 
+A iQW~{l + l,u~31 2 + 1~31 2} 
+ QiA ~Q;{l + l,u~,l 2 + 1~,1 2} 
+ QiQ~A ~{1 + IJL~zl 2 + IV:2I2} 
+ QfQ~Q;{l + IJL~zl 2 + l,u~31 2 + l,u~,l 2 
+ 0 [ (,Ua)3] + 0 [,Ua(va)2] + 0 [ ~(,Ua)2]}), 
where Q] = (S + N) 2/M for allj. Dropping the indexj we 
note that Q is much less than N since M is a very large num-
ber. In the context of the bispectrum, the definition of a 
strong and a weak source is different from that of the pre-
vious discussion: a weak source isS< Q. The faintest source 
for which self-calibration can be applied isS I Q >::: 3, and thus 
the usual radio source observed with the VLA or the VLBA 
is in the regime of a strong source. 
Assuming a point source, the mean value ofthe B 123 = S 3 
and Qj = Q for allj and the SNR of the bispectrum phasor in 
the weak-source limitB123/u0 is$ (S /Q) 3, considerably 
worse than the SNR of the frl~ge phasor, which isS /Q. In 
the strong-source limit (S>Q) the SNR becomes 
~L /3 (S !Q), which is only -J3 worse than the SNR of a 
fringe phasor. 
The covariance terms, of which there are three types, com-
plete the essential statistical description of the bispectrum 
phasors: 
(i) Pairs of triangles with exactly one common side. Let 
123 and 145 be two triangles with one common side (Fig. 3). 
D c 
A 8 
FIG. 3. A four-element array with one com-
mon baseline. Numbers in open circles de-
note the baseline indices. Not all possible 
baselines are indicated. 
E 
~ 
A CD 8 @ c 
FIG. 4. A six-element array with one common station_ Numbers in 
open circles denote the baseline indices. Not all possible baselines are 
indicated. 
Then the covariance between B 123 and B 145 is 
Cm.I4s = l!L (A f Q2Q3Q4Qs{,u~4Jl~s + Jl~sJl~4 + ~3 v.;;} 
+ AzA~4AsQfeil/lm- ;.;,,., 
+ QfQ2Q3Q4Q5{,u~4Jl~s + 0 [(,ub) 2] 
+ 0 [(vb)2]}). 
(ii) Pairs of triangles with exactly one common station. 
Let 123 and 456 refer to the triangles with one common 
antenna (Fig. 4). Then, 
cl23,456 = l!L (Q,Q2Q3Q4QsQ6 
X {0 [ (,Ua)2,Ub] + 0 [ (,Ub)3]}). 
(iii) Pairs of triangles with no common station. Let 123 
and 456 refer to two triangles with no common vertex (Fig. 
5). We find that 
cm.4s6 = l!L (Q,Q2Q3Q4QsQ6 
x{o [(,ub) 3] + o [(vh) 3]}). 
The general behavior is that all the normalized covar-
iances tend to zero in the weak-source limit, which is not 
surprising. In the strong-source limit, the usual situation, 
,u(iiJ and ,u(iiiJ are both essentially zero but ,u(iJ ~ l/3. This 
shows that while all triangles provide information, the effec-
tive number of bispectrum phasors is less than n1-an im-
portant conclusion of this paper. 
By doing an error propagation we show that, at least for 
the simple case of a point source, the variance of the flux 
density of a point source inferred from bispectrum data is 
shown to be 
o-i- ~· -[1+3(n-3),u(iJ] 9n1 
In the weak-source limit, S/u8 ~3-[ii;(S/Q) 3, which is 
considerably worse than the SNR in a map obtained from a 
c 
z @ y 
B v 
X 
FIG. 5. A four-element array with no common station. Numbers in open 
circles denote the baseline indices. Not all possible baselines are indicated. 
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phase-coherent interferometer because S IQ is less than uni-
ty. In the strong-source limit, p<il -113 and the SNR is 
equal to ..[il: (S /Q), nearly as good as that obtained from a 
phase-coherent interferometer. 
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the previous version of the paper. Discussions with D. Jones, 
T. Nakajima, and T. Pearson were very useful and resulted 
in improvement of the paper. I thank them for this. 
APPENDIX A. FOURTH-ORDER THEOREM FOR COMPLEX 
GAUSSIAN RANDOM VARIABLES 
It is well known that for real Gaussian variables any 
fourth-order average can be reduced to products of second-
order averages (Davenport and Root 1958, p. 168): 
(x1x2x3x4} = (x1x2} (x~4} + (x1x3} (x2x4} 
+ (xlx4}(x2x3}. (A1) 
In this Appendix, we consider a similar fourth-order average 
involving complex Gaussian random variables (z1zTzfz4}. 
Here z1 = a1 + ib1, etc., and a1 and b1 are zero-mean real 
Gaussian variables. Thus 
(zlztzfz4} = ((ai + ib1)(a2 - ib2) 
X (a3 - ib3 )(a4 + ib4 )}. (A2) 
Equation (A2) expands to 16 fourth-order averages: 
(a 1a2a3a4 }, i(a 1a2a3b4 }, i(a 1a2b3a4 }, ••• ,(b1b2b3b4 }. Each of 
these 16 terms can then be expanded to three terms by the 
use of relation (A1) to yield a total of 48 terms, e.g., 
(a 1b2a3b4 } = C12C34 +A 1~24 + C14C32, 
whereCjk = (ajbk},Ajk = (ajak},Bjk = (bjbk},etc.Byla-
borious algebra one can show that these 48 terms also corre-
spond to the terms generated by the sum 
(z1zf} (z!z4 } + (z1z4} (z!zf}. Thus, 
(z,zTzfz4} = (zlzT} (zfz4} + (z,zf} (zTz4} 
+ (z1z4}(z!zf}. (A3) 
Thus, the fourth-order theorem for complex signals is 
identical in form to that for real signals. 
However, for aj, bj, satisfying the additional relations 
specified by Eqs. ( 1 ) and ( 2), we can show that terms like 
(zjzk} = 0; (A4) 
i.e., terms containing no conjugates are zero, in which case 
APPENDIX B. STATISTICS OF THE FRINGE PHASOR 
In this appendix, we derive the statistical properties of the 
fringe phasors. We show that, contrary to the assumptions 
usually found in the literature, the real and imaginary com-
ponents of the fringe are slightly correlated. This complica-
tion forces us to evaluate all possible covariances: real-real, 
imaginary-imaginary, real-imaginary, and imaginary-real. 
Let sj and nj be the electrical voltage due to the source and 
the system, respectively, at antennaj. Since the signals are 
complex, we represent 
sj = aj + ibj, 
nj = cj + idj. 
(Bl) 
Here, as in Sec. II, weassumethataj, bj, cj, dj are zero-mean 
Gaussian random variates with properties specified by rela-
tions ( 1)-( 4 ). As in Sec. II, we note that 
rjk = _!_ f <sr + nr> <sr + nn. Mp~l (B2) 
where M = 2Br1 is the number of voltage samples that are 
used to derive one realization of the fringe phasor, Rjk· Let-
ting rjk =rjk + irjk, we find from Eq. (B2), 
rjk =Re(rjk) 
= _!_ I [ (af + cj')(a~ + ~) Mp~I 
+ (b)+d))(b~ +d~)] (B3a) 
r }k =Im(rjk) 
= _!_ I [ (bf + d))(a~ + ~) 
Mp~l 
- (a)+cj')(b~ +d~>]. (B3b) 
As mentioned in Sec. II, the typical value of M is very 
large. Thus, from the central limit theorem we argue that 
both rjk and rjk are Gaussian variables with a mean value of 
R Jk and R jk; the mean fringe phasor is thus 
Rjk = R Jk + iR }k· Once we agree that rjk and rjk are Gaus-
sian random variates, then the covariance matrix completely 
characterizes the statistical properties of rjk and rjk. 
Let 
Ajk = (ajak} =! IRjk I cos(c;bjk ), 
Bjk = (ajbk} =! IRjk I sin(c;bjk ). 
From relations ( 1) and (2) we note that 
(bjbk} = Ajk• Bjk = - Bkj• 
Ali = !S, Bii = 0, (cjcj} = (dA} = !N. 
Thus, 
R Jk = (rjk} 
= _!_ f [ (afa~} + (bfbn] 
Mp~I 
= Ajk + Akj = IRjk I cos(c;bjk ), 
and 
R Jk =(rjk} 
= _!_ f [ (bfa~}- (afbn] 
Mp~l 
= Bkj- Bjk = - IRjk I sin(c;bjk ). 
a) Covariance Properties of a Single Phasor 
(B4a) 
(B4b) 
(BSa) 
(B5b) 
The covariance matrix of a single phasor consists of four 
elements: C(rjk•rfk ), C(rjk,rjk ), C(rjk,rjk ), and C(rjk,rJk ), 
whereC(x,y)=(xy}- (x}(y}. Wenowevaluatethesefour 
terms; for specificity we consider baseline 12. 
C( r';2 ,r';2 ) is V [ r';2 ] , the variance of the real component: 
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V [112 ] = (Re(r12 ) 2)- (Re(r12 ) ) 2 
1 M M 
= -2 I I <[ (af + cf) (ai +cO 
M p=lq=l 
+ Cbf +df)(bi +dO] 
X [ (aj + cj) (ai + ci) 
+ (bj +dj)(bi +di)]) -4Ai2 • (B6a) 
There are 64 fourth-order averages on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (B6a): (afaiajai), ... ,(d)didjdi). Ofthese, all terms 
that involve noise components c1, d~> c2, and d2 are zero 
unless the noise terms appear in pairs [see Eq. ( 4)]. Apply-
ing the fourth-moment theorem for real normal random 
variates (see Appendix A) and relations (B6), we obtain the 
following nonzero terms: 
(a)a~a'f.ai) = (afa0(ajai) + (a)a'{)(a~ai} 
+ (a)ai)(aia'O 
=A i2 + C! S) 28pq +A i28pq' 
(a)aibjbi) = (afaO(bjbi) + (a)b'{)(aibi) 
+ (a)bi)(aib'O 
=A i2 + Bi2B2i8pq' 
(a)~ajci) = C! S)(! N)8pq' 
(cfaicjai) = (! N)(! S)8pq' 
(cf~cjci) = C! N)(! N)8pq' 
(b)b~ajai) =Ai2 +B12B2l8pq' 
(b)bibjbi) =Ai2 + (!S) 28pq +Af28pq' 
(bfd~b jdi) = C! S) (! N)8pq' 
(d)bidjbi) = (!N)(!S)8pq' 
(dfd~djdi) = q N) 28pq· 
Thus, 
V [ r fz] = - 1- [ (S + N) 2 + 1Rd 2 cos(2c,b12 ) ]. (B6b) 
2M 
Similarly, for the imaginary component, 
1 M M 
V[r~2 ] =-2 I I ([(b) +d))(ai +~) M p=lq=l 
-(a) +cf)(bi +di)] 
X[(bj +dj)(ai +ci) 
- (a'f +cj)(bi +di)]) -4B~ 1 (B7a) 
= -
1
- [(S + N) 2 -1Rd 2 cos(2c,b 12 ) ]. (B7b) 
2M 
We find the well-known result that the variances of the 
real and imaginary components are unequal ( cf. Moran 
1976). This can be understood from physical reasoning. As-
sume that the source is a point source at the phase center. 
Then c,b 12 = 0 and IRd = S. Also assume that S~N. Then 
V[r~2 ] =S 2/Mand V[r~2 ] =O.Indeed,thisisexpected 
since for a superstrong source (S~N), the noise in the mea-
surement of the fringe phasor is dominated by the source 
and, since there is no signal in the quadrature leg, i.e., the 
imaginary component, V [ r ~ 2 ] = 0. 
Now we evaluate the covariance between the imaginary 
and the real components. Note that C(r)k,rjd = C(rjk,rjk) 
and hence it is sufficient to calculate either one. 
C [rf2,r~2] =(rf2 Y~2 )- (r~2 )(r~2 ) 
1 M M 
=-2 I I <[(a) +cf)(ai +~) 
M p=lq=l 
+(b) +d))(bi +d~)] 
X [ (b j + d j) (ai + ci) 
- ( aj + cj )( b i + d i) ]> - 4A 12B21 
(B8a) 
IRizlz sin(2¢Iz) 
2M 
(B8b) 
Thus we find the surprising result that the imaginary and 
real components are not independent. In retrospect, it is clear 
that the correlation is to be expected via the signal terms. 
In Sec. III we defined a variancelike term, 
~" = (r12r'/'2 ) - R 12R (2 . This "pseudovariance" can be ex-
pressed as 
aL = V[r~2 ] + V[r~2 ] +iC[r~2 ,r~ 2 ] 
(S + N) 2 
M 
(B9) 
Thus,~" is independent of the source structure and in addi-
tion receives no contribution from the covariance of the real 
and imaginary components. Since this pseudovariance is in-
dependent of the source structure, we use this term in nor-
malizing the covariance matrix. 
b) Covariance Properties of Pairs of Phasors-
Common Station 
Now we consider the covariance properties of two phasors 
which share a common baseline: 12 and 13 (for example). 
Note that unlike the previous case, we have to estimate all 
four covariance elements: C [ r~2 ,~ 3 ], C [ r; 2 ,r;3 ], 
C [ ~ 2 ,r~ 3 ] , and C [ rf2 ,~3 ] • At this point we simply present 
the results. The steps used to obtain these clements follow 
from straightforward extension of the formulation used in 
the previous section. 
C [ c ·" ] + (N + S)A 23 + 2A 13A 12 + 2B13B21 r 12 ,r 13 = -'--'----'---'---"-"-'--~---'-=-'----""-"-----"-'-
M 
(B11) 
c [,.c. r, ] - (N + S)B23 + 2A 13B21 + 2B31A 12 
12' 13 = M 
(B12) 
C [ r; 2 ,r~J] = + (N + S)B?3 + 2A 13B21 + 2B31A 12 
M 
(Bl3) 
For the discussion of the SNR of the bispectrum (Sec. 
VII) we need to evaluate the following two types of covari-
ance elements: C [ rwr f3 ] and C[r12,r13 ]. The former is the 
covariance between a conjugated pair offringe phasors with 
a common station, whereas the latter measures the correla-
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tion between an unconjugated pair of fringe phasors with a 
common station. 
C [ r!z,rf3 ] = C [ T1z ,r~J ] + C [ r;2 ,r;3 ] 
+ iC [ r~2 ,r;3 ] - iC [ r;2 ,r~3 ] 
(N +S)Rf3 
M 
identical to Eq. ( 14d). Similarly, we get 
(B14a) 
+ iC [ r ~2 ,r ~ 3 ] + iC [ r ~ 2 ,r ~ 3 ] 
= RI3R12 (Bl4b) 
M 
It is convenient to normalize these two covariance elements 
by the appropriate combination of the pseudovariance o-Rjk: 
11~2.13 =C [r1z,r fJ ]lo-R, o-R" 
= R f3 I(S + N), 
V:2.13 =C [rwrl3]!o-R,o-R,, 
_ R12R13 . 
-(S+N) 2 ' 
(Bl5a) 
(B15b) 
here, as in Sec. IV, the superscript "a" signifies that the co-
variance element is that of a pair of fringe phasors with a 
common station. Note that we have used a different symbol, 
v, in order to draw the reader's attention to the fact that this 
element represents the covariance of an unconjugated pair of 
fringe phasors. 
The behavior of the v terms is qualitatively different from 
that of the 11 terms at low signal strengths. This arises pri-
marily because the covariance elements of the conjugated 
pairs contain a contribution from the receiver noise, whereas 
the covariance element of the unconjugated pairs has a con-
tribution only from the astronomical signals. The result is 
that in the weak-source limit (S~N), J1~2• 13 ~SIN, 
v~213 ~ (S IN) 2 , and the contribution of the v terms can be 
saf~ly ignored in comparison to that of the 11 terms. 
c) Covariance Properties of Pairs of Phasors-
No Common Station 
Consider four antennas located at 1, 2, 3, and 4. Then the 
fringe phasors r 12 and r 34 do not share any common station. 
The four covariance elements of this paper can be shown to 
be 
C [ r~2 ,~4] 
_ + 2A 13A24 + 2A 14A 23 + 2B13B24 + 2B14B23 , (B16) 
M 
C(r;z,~4] 
+ 2A 13A24 - 2A 14A 23 + 2B13B24 - 2B14Bz3, (B1?) 
M 
C[r~2,~4] 
= + 2B13A24 + 2B41A 23 + 2A 13B4z + 2A14Bz3 , (B1S) 
M 
C(r;2 ,r~4 ] 
- 2B13Az4 + 2B41A23- 2A13B4z + 2Al4B23 
M 
(Bl9) 
As before, we evaluate the two types of elements of the 
covariance matrix: 
flf2.34 =C [r12,rj4 ]lo-R,o·R" 
R13R f4 
(S + N) 2 ' 
vf2.34 =C [rwr34]1o-R,o-R, 
(B20a) 
(B20b) 
Two facts are noteworthy: ( 1) the covariance elements of 
type" b "do not contain any contribution from receiver noise 
and ( 2) both the 11 and v terms scale with signal strength in 
pretty much an identical fashion, viz., o::. (S I N) 2 at low sig-
nal strengths. Both of these result from the fact that correla-
tion is induced only via the astronomical signal. Common 
fluctuations between baselines with no common receiver re-
quire simultaneous fluctuations in the remaining two anten-
nas, hence the quadratic behavior at low SIN. 
APPENDIX C. VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF BISPECTRUM 
In this appendix we present detailed calculations leading 
to the estimation of the variance and the covariance of the 
bispectrum phasor. As explained in the text, we use a single 
index for the baselines. While this scheme reduces the clutter 
in the equation, it has the disadvantage that the assignment 
ofthe baseline index is arbitrary. The reader is warned ofthis 
pitfall. For the calculations in the first part of this appendix 
we consider a three-antenna array with the antennas located 
at A, B, and C (Fig. I). Baseline indexes l through 3 corre-
spond to baselines AB, BC, and CA. The bispectrum phasor 
is denoted by the symbol B)kl, where j, k, and l are the base-
line indexes that form the triangle in question. Thus in Fig. l, 
the bispectrum phasor of triangle ABC is B 123 • 
a) Variance of the Bispectrum Phasor 
The pseudovariance o-1,, is defined as 
L L 
= l!L 2 L L ((r) +q))(r~ +q~)(r) +qj) 
p~ 1 q~ 1 
X (r'( + q'()(rf + qf>(r'f + qf)) -JBiz31· 
(Cl) 
There are 64 sixth -order terms in Eq. ( C 1) ranging from 
r; ri r) r'( rf r'f to q) qi qj q'( qf q'f. Of these 64 terms, many 
average to zero once we realize that r'j = Aje"l>j+ ix'f, where X} 
is the random atmospheric phase on baseline j at t = pr1 • 
Thus only terms in which the random atmospheric phase has 
been cancelled out and terms with no atmospheric terms 
survive the statistical averaging process. Also, all terms not 
containing pairs of noise components will average to zero 
owing to relations ( 4) and ( 5). Using these two criteria we 
find only seven that are nonzero: 
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(r'; ~ r'3 r'( r'f r'f> = B mB f23, 
(r';~q)r'(r'fq'f) =A fA~ (q)q'f) =A fA ;Q~8pq• 
(r';t/Ir'Jr'(q'fr'f> =A f QiA ~8pq• 
(qf~r'Jq'(rfr'f) = Q~A ;A ~8pq' 
<r:tfitJ)rfqfq'f> =A fopq (t/Iq)q'fqn 
=A f8pq((t/Iqf>(q)q'f> + (t/Iq'f)(q)q'f) + (¢Iq))(qfq'f)) 
=A fQ~QH 1 + l.u~31 2 + 1~3 J2]8pq• 
(qf~q)q'(r'fq'f> = Q~A ~Q~ [ 1 + I.U~1l 2 + lv~11 2 ]8Pq' 
(qfq~r'Jq'(q'fr'f> = QWiA ~ (1 + l.u~2l 2 + l~2l 2 ]8pq• 
(qftfiq)q'(q'fq'f) = (qft/I)((q)q'()(q'fq'f> + (q)qf)(q'(q'f) + (q)qf>(q'(q'f>) 
+ (qfq))((t/Iqf>(q'fq'f) + (rlzqf)(q'(q'f> + (t/Iqf>(q'(qf>) 
+ (qfq'()((t/It]))(q'fq'f) + (t/Iq'f)(q)q'f) + (qiiqj*)(q)q'f>) 
+ <r~tqf>c<t~It])><qfqn + <t~Iqf>(q)q'f> + <tfiq'f>(q)qf>> 
+ (qfq'f)((t/It]))(q'(qf> + (tfiq'()(q)q'f> + (t/Iqf>(q)q'(>) 
+ (t/Iqj)((qfq'()(q'fq'f> + (qfq'f>(q'(q'f> + (qfq'f>(q'(q'f>) 
+ <t~Iq't><<r~tt])><qfq'f> + <r~tq'f>(q)qf> + <r~tqf>(q)qn> 
+ <tfiq'f><<r~ttJ)><qrqn + <r~tqf>(q)qn + <r~tq'f>(q)qf>> 
+ (t/Iqf>((qfq))(q'(qf> + (qfq'()(q)q'f> + (qfq'f>(q)q'()) 
+ (q)q'()((qftfi)(q'fq'f> + (qfq'f)(¢Iqf) + (qfq'f)(ifzq'f)) 
+ (q)q'f>((qfqii)(q'(qf> + (qfq'()(ifzq'f> + (qfqf>(tfiq'()) 
+ (q)qf>( (qft/I)(q'(q'f) + (qfq'()(qiiqf> + (qfqf)(t/Iqf)) 
= QfQiQ~{1 + I.U~zl 2 + I.U~JI 2 + l.u~1l 2 
+ 0 [ c.ua)3] + 0 [.ua(~)2] + 0 [ ~(.Ua)2]}8pq• 
In the above derivation, we have shown the full expansion of 
the various statistical moments for pedantic reasons. In the 
final analysis, it is sufficient to keep only the most significant 
terms. The~ terms scale as (S I N) 2, where Sis the source 
flux density and N is the NEFD of each antenna. Thus we 
neglect their contribution in comparison to the contribution 
from the .ua terms. Adding all these nonzero contributions, 
we find 
a1.,. = l!L(AiAiQ~ +AfQiA~ +Q~A~A~ 
+A fQ~Q~{l + J.UaJ2 + 0 [ (~)2]} 
+ QiA ~Qi{1 + J.uaJ2 + 0 [ (~)2)} 
+ QfQ~A i{1 + J.Ual 2 + 0 [ (~) 2 )} 
+ QW~Qi{1 + l.u~2l 2 + l.u~31 2 + l.u~1l 2 
+ 0 [ (.Ua)3] + 0 [.u;a(~)2] + 0 [ ~(.Ua)2]}). 
(C2) 
Note that the noise components are also affected by the 
atmospheric phase corruption. In the limit of weak source, 
the noise terms are essentially determined by the receiver 
noise and thus the phase corruption by the atmosphere does 
not matter. (We are assuming that the atmosphere does not 
introduce any gain variations.) In the strong-source limit 
the noise components are generated by the astronomical sig-
nal and, in addition, are getting increasingly correlated [ cf. 
Eqs. ( 15b) and ( 17b)]. In this regime, the phase corruption 
by the atmosphere could lead to decorrelation in the noise 
terms. However, for the above seven terms that survive the 
statistical averaging process, the noise components occur 
pairwise and thus the atmospheric phase is cancelled out. 
Thus, Eq. ( C2) is valid even in the limit of strong sources. 
b) Covariance of Pairs of Triangles with Common Side 
Consider a four-element array (Fig. 3). Triangles ABC 
(B123 ) andABD (B145 ) shareacommonside. In this subsec-
tion we estimate the covariance of the bispectrum phasors 
corresponding to triangles ABC and ABD. 
c123,145 = (bmb t45 > - (bm> (b t45 > 
L L 
= l!L2 L L ((r'; +qf)(~ +ifz)(r'J +t})} 
p~ 1 q~ 1 
X (I(+ q'() (r,( + qf> (rg" + qf)) - B 123B14s· 
(C3) 
There are 64 sixth-order terms in Eq. (C3) from 
r';~r'Jr'(rfr'f to qftfiq)q'(qfq'f. Following the logic ex-
pounded in subsec. a above, only terms where the atmo-
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spheric phase has been cancelled out (signal components 
present pairwise) and terms with no atmospheric terms 
(only noise terms and no signal) survive the statistical aver-
aging process. Also, owing to relation ( 5), all terms not con-
taining pairs of noise components are zero. In addition, in 
this case we have yet another term that survives the statisti-
cal process, q1r2r3qfr tr t- In this case the phase r2r3 is 
1/1123 - X" while the phase of r tr ~is X1 -1/1145• Thus the 
overall phase of this term is e1"'"'- 1"'"', which is devoid of xj. 
Altogether, four terms are nonzero: 
(r{r'If';r'(rfr'f> = BmB f4s• 
( r1 rfz ¢; r'( qf qf> 
=A fQ2Q3Q4Q5 [/.l~4/.l~s + /.l~s/.l~4 + 113 ~; ]8pq• 
(q)r'If';q'(rfr'f> = AzA3A~5Qfe1"'"'- il/-,.,8pq• 
<q:rtzq;q'(qfqf> = QiQ2Q3Q4Qs{u~41.l~s + o [ <l.lbn 
+ 0 [ (v")2] + 0 [J.la(J.lb)2]}8pq• 
Adding all these nonzero contributions, we find 
Cm.I4s = l!L (A i Q2Q3Q4Qs{ /.l~4/.l~s + J.l~s/.l~4 
+ 113 ~;} + AzA~4AsQ i ei¢,,- 1"'"' 
+ Q i Q2Q3Q4Q5{ J.l~4J.l~s + 0 [ (J.lb) 2 J 
+ 0 [ (vb)2] + 0 [J.la(J.lb)2]}). (C4) 
c) Covariance of Pairs of Triangles with One 
Common Antenna 
Consider a six-element array ABCDE (Fig. 5). Triangles 
ABE and BCD share a common antenna. In this subsection 
we estimate the covariance of the bispectrum phasors corre-
sponding to triangles ABE (B123 ) and BCD (B456 ), 
L L 
cl23.456 = l!L 2 .L .L < <r: + ifi Hr'I + rfz HI'; + ¢;) 
p= I q=l 
X (rf + qf)(rf + qf)(rf + qf>) - BmB 'ts6. 
(C5) 
Following the logic explained in subsecs. a and b, we find 
that only two terms of the 64 sixth-order terms in Eq. (C5) 
survive the statistical averaging process and we find 
Cm.4s6 ~ l!L (Q,QzQ3Q4QsQ6{0 [ (J.la) 2(J.lb)] 
+ 0 [ (J.lb)3]}). (C6) 
d) Covariance of Pairs of Triangles with No 
Common Antenna 
Consider a six-element array ABCXYZ (Fig. 5). Trian-
gles ABC and XYZ do not have a common station. In this 
subsection we estimate the covariance of the bispectrum 
phasors corresponding to triangles ABC (B123 ) and XYZ 
(B4s6), 
L L 
cl23.456 = l!L 2 .L .L < <r: + ifi Hr'I + rfz HI'; + ¢; > 
p= I q= I 
X (rf + qf)(rf + qf)(rf + qf)) - BmB 'ts6. 
(C7) 
The calculations are identical to subsec. c above and only 
two terms of the 64 sixth-order terms in Eq. ( C7) survive the 
statistical averaging process to yield 
Cl23.456 = 1/L (QIQ2Q3Q4Q5Q6{0 [ (J.lb) 3] 
+0[(vb) 3 ]}). (C8) 
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